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I. Introduction 
 

What is supply chain optimization?   And why is there renewed focus on the supply chain?   
For most products, the majority of ‘cash to cash’ cycle time involves supply chain activities.  
Therefore, it only makes sense that every organization strives to optimize their supply chain. 
 
While contemplating this topic, several definitions were considered.   
 
Supply Chain management, as defined by APICS is: “The design, planning, execution, control, and 
monitoring of supply chain activities with the objective of creating net value, building a competitive 
infrastructure, leveraging worldwide logistics, synchronizing supply with demand, and measuring 
performance globally.” 
 
Other definitions refer to the practice of coordinating the flow of goods, services, information and 
finances as they move from raw materials to parts supplier, to manufacturer, to wholesaler, to 
retailer, to consumer.  
 
Optimization, or more appropriately constrained optimization, is achieving the best possible 
solution to a problem in terms of a specified functional objectives and a given set of constraints.  
We all live in a world of constraints: limited capital, manpower, capacity. 
 
Typical functional objectives include: 

- minimizing supply chain costs 
- maximizing profits or margins  
- minimizing cycle times  
- maximizing customer service  
- minimizing lateness  
- maximizing production throughput  
- satisfying customer demand 

 
Why the increased interest in Supply 
Chain Optimization? 
 
There is more supply chain activity 
than ever before.  For example, 
America’s GDP has risen about 55% 
since 1995 and international trade 
(imports and exports) increased 70% 
during the same period (see Table) 

 
Other notable supply chain trends 
include: 

- customer markets that value 
shorter product cycle times 

- tailored solutions involving specialized customer packaging and delivery requirements 
- customization of products resulting in increased use of postponement strategies that support 

broader product lines 
- increased use of contract manufacturing (globally) 

US GDP and International Trade Cumulative Change 1996-2005

Source: http://www.bea.doc.gov/ - Data Seasonally Adjusted
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- inventory strategies (e.g., VMI) that result in risk and ownership sharing between suppliers and 
customers 

- longer supply chains managed through 3rd party logistics providers 
 

The physical flow of these longer, more complicated supply chains, involves higher inventory levels 
and higher risk of performance variation than traditional ‘domestic’ supply chains. (Longer transit 
times, more partners, more material handling). 
 
Along with the physical flow is the need for improved information flow.  As most of us have 
experienced, managing the data and information supporting the supply chain is as important as 
managing the physical product flow.  How often have we lost production time, transit time, or 
incurred additional cost due to late or missing information? 

 
What keywords can be culled from 2005’s top supply chain stories? 

- planning 
- responsiveness 
- technology  
- collaboration 
- security 
- accuracy 
- stability 
- integration 
- innovation 

 
What really is our ultimate business goal?  Maximize profits!  But how?  The answer for many has 
been Supply Chain Optimization. 

 
II. Steps to Supply Chain Optimization 

 
The following steps can help guide you on your journey down the road of supply chain optimization. 

 
1. Obtain a comprehensive understanding of your Customer and Market Requirements 
2. Perform Strategic Business Planning including a Supply Chain Management Approach  
3. Diagnose the Supply Chain 

a. Physical Flow 
b. Information Flow 

4. Design the Supply Chain 
a. Organization 
b. Tools 
c. Operating Rules 

5. Execute the plan! 
6. Obtain Feedback, Assess, and take Corrective Action 

 
 
Step 1:  Customer and Market Requirements. 
 
While this step is obvious to most, it is worth reminding ourselves that the reason we are in 
business is to profitably meet or exceed the expectations of our customers and markets. 
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Step 2:  Strategic Business Planning. 
 
Although as supply chain practitioners we often think the world should revolve around our discipline, 
we realize and recognize that supply chain is but one element of an overall successful business 
plan.  Supply chain strategy must not impede ‘critical to success’ factors, but rather reinforce them 
and create competitive advantage.  The business plan may place constraints on supply chain 
initiatives, such as responsiveness levels or technology requirements (e.g., supplier/customer 
ASNs, RFID tagging, etc). 
 
APICS refers to supply chain planning as: The determination of a set of policies and procedures 
that govern the operation of a supply chain. Planning includes the determination of marketing 
channels, promotions, respective quantities and timing, inventory and replenishment policies, and 
production policies. Planning establishes the parameters within which the supply chain will operate. 
 
Your organization’s operating philosophy for guiding strategy and activities is a critical part of this 
step.  For example, organizations that embrace Lean principles advocate the elimination of all forms 
of waste and excess cost.  Those that combine Lean with Six Sigma’s drive to identify and reduce 
variation have an operating philosophy that supports supply chain optimization. 
 
The metrics identified during this step form the foundation of a balanced scorecard.  These are the 
‘critical to success’ factors of your supply chain strategy.  We’ll come back to metrics later. 

 
These first 2 steps provide the framework for optimizing the supply chain.  The next steps focus on 
how to analyze, design, and implement an optimal supply chain. 

 
Step 3:  Diagnose the Supply Chain 

 
Current literature highlights supply chain concerns and shortcomings: 
 

- “Despite globalization, most supply chain optimization is done locally.” 
 

- “Supply chains are not fully equipped to support accelerating innovation” 
 

- “Flexibility is becoming more difficult to achieve in the face of shorter product cycles” 
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- “While managing risk is a priority, current fragmented supply chain initiatives are increasing 
potential risk” 
 

- “While customer service is a priority, fewer than 8% of companies have a high level of 
collaboration with customers on key initiatives.” 

 
Given these observations, what is the best method to diagnose a supply chain?  In general any 
supply chain is analyzed as a network model, first with physical flow, and then integrating 
information flow. 
 
Physical flow is defined by the ‘nodes’ or fixed points in the network.  Those include: 

- supplier locations 
- factory locations 
- distribution channels 
- customer locations 
- interchange points (ports of exit, entry, cross-docks) 

 
The nodes of the physical network are linked together by logistics capabilities. 
 
Constraints are defined for each node and link in the network.  Node constraints include capacity, 
hours of operation, cost, etc., while link constraints include transit time, cost, mode alternatives, 
shipment size limits, and other factors. 
 
Information flow is then overlaid on the physical network to show how the exchange of data 
supports, and at times, enables the operation of the physical network.  Partners (nodes) need to 
agree on the data to be exchanged, format standards used, frequency, etc. 
 
Tools commonly used to support this diagnosis step include: 

- Value Stream Mapping 
- SCOR modeling (Plan-Source-Make-Deliver-Return) 
- Business Process Mapping 

 
All efforts in diagnosing the supply chain are guided by the business and supply chain strategy.  
Inherent in all supply chain planning is risk.  The amount and type of risk influences how robust the 
supply chain needs to be.  Identify and understand your critical risk issues.  Does your list of risks 
include reduced revenue, increased costs, lost sales, lost production, or is your supply chain risk 
truly a matter of life and death (e.g., risks when supporting medical operations, etc.)? 
 
Supply chain risks and failures are generally a result of variation (the ‘root of all evil’).  During this 
diagnosis step Six Sigma techniques are deployed to identify and develop countermeasures for 
sources of variation.  Controlling variation is a key activity to control and reduce cost, manage risk, 
and improve overall performance. 
 
What does the diagnosis indicate? Gap Analysis and Opportunities 
 
The output of this diagnosis step includes the recommended supply chain network structure (from 
the value stream map or SCOR model), information flow needed to support an optimal supply 
chain, and countermeasures and alternative solutions to address ‘suboptimal’ gaps and 
opportunities identified during the diagnosis.   
 
Also identified through this diagnosis are key measures that evaluate the effectiveness and 
efficiency of your supply chain.  The balanced scorecard may be updated and modified with the 
measures identified during this step.  Now we have information that will support an optimal supply 
chain design. 
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Step 4:  Supply Chain Design 
 

APICS defines supply chain design as: The determination of how to structure a supply chain. 
Design decisions include the selection of partners, the location and capacity of warehouse and 
production facilities, the products, the modes of transportation, and supporting information systems. 
 
Previous steps analyzed supply chain physical and information flows.  This step specifies your 
supply chain partners, resources inside your organization and external companies that will make 
your supply chain work. 
 
Primary internal resources typically include: 

- purchasing 
- sales 
- customer service (order to delivery) 
- order to delivery 
- production control / master scheduling 
- change management 
- manufacturing operations 
- distribution 
- finance 

 
Typical external resoures include: 

- suppliers (direct and indirect) 
- logistics partners (ocean, air, surface, rail, etc.) 
- third party relationships (e.g., contract manufacturing, logistics) 
- government agencies (HMS, Commerce, Treasury,  
- customs brokers (in all countries where you do business) 

 
Partnerships are about relationships.  One core strategy for reducing variation involves a stable set 
of partners.  This is often the case even with homogeneous products and services offered in a 
competitive market.  Has your organization evaluated the value of stable partners in your supply 
chain?  How often do you change your partners?  How often do you want to change your partners? 
 
Now that you’ve identified your supply chain partners, the systems and methods supporting supply 
chain data flow need to be reconfirmed.  At this point a comprehensive review of the overall supply 
chain by the selected partners may yield minor alterations or even significant changes to your 
anticipated supply chain solution.  After that, you’re ready to implement! 
  
Step 5: Execute the plan! 
 
Implementing a supply chain program involves discipline.  Commitment to the strategy combined 
with fundamental project management techniques facilitate successful implementation.  Although 
specific details depend on the project scope and complexity, there are key elements:   
 

- Champion:  Define the executive leader that will advise, guide, and provide support for the 
project. 
 

- Focus: A clear focus and project scope should already be defined from the previous steps.  
Each resource involved must clearly understand their role and contribution to the project’s 
success. 
 

- Structure:  Consider dividing the entire project into sub-projects that are more manageable and 
provide pilot and learning opportunities. 
 

 

 
If it were only this simple! 

Suppliers 

Customers 

You 
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- Milestones:  Define the events critical to the timeline and project success. 
 

- Project Reporting and Review:  Schedule regular progress reviews at an appropriate interval 
(e.g., weekly) and executive reviews (e.g., monthly or as needed).   
 

- Discipline:  Supply chain projects often are global, spanning across companies, continents, and 
cultures.  A strong project leader is needed to guide the activities and manage implementation 
issues and resource constraints. 
 

Step 6:  Feedback, Assessment, and Corrective Action 
 
Completing the implementation of any project is a great feeling!  However, it’s only the first part of 
our journey.  Feedback is needed to provide input as to how the solution is working.   
 
There are various assessment methods for acquiring feedback on customer satisfaction and supply 
chain effectiveness.  For example, Business Synergetics offers InfoQuest, a surveying method for 
gathering customer data.   
 
The balanced scorecard developed in Step 2 is the primary internal method of gathering results, 
evaluating performance, and initiating corrective action.   
 
Information garnered in this step leads to an improved understanding of your customer and market 
requirements and is channeled via a feedback loop into to step 1. 
 
III.  Summary 
 
Supply chain optimization has an established track record for enhanced profitability and can be a 
reality for your organization.  Be care moving hastily to adopt a particular ‘supply chain solution,’ 
take time to reflect on the needs of your markets, the constraints your individual situation, and the 
various alternatives available to you and your organization. 
 
Consider the fundamentals of your supply management, taking into account the information that 
must flow.  The focus on demand management collaboration, process standardization, and a 
relentless crusade of minimizing costs and waste reduction are all part of supply chain diagnosis 
and design. 
 
Your individualized supply chain strategy coupled with a focus on lean principles and six-sigma will 
lead your company to optimal results. 
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